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Why graph data / networks ?



Source: Neo Technology
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Knowledge Graph
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Interactive online relationship discovery
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Example of forensic network analytics

• Data scientist working in public safety at agency IFN 
‣ given two “persons of interest” P1 and P2 
‣ did P1 and P2 have any significant interactions during a ten-day 

period last March? 
‣ if yes, what kind of interactions?

?
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Example of forensic network analytics

• Available data sources 
‣ social network of criminals (in-house, A) and by warrant (B) 
‣ relevant data on the nationwide network of communications is 

available from telecom providers C, D, and E 

social networks
of criminals

A

B C D

E
communication

networks
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Example of forensic network analytics

• Finding connections between individuals 
‣ identify individuals in A and B and their associations with known communication 

devices in the 10-day period using DM tech 
‣ using domain knowledge about social relationships, provided by a knowledge graph 

social networks
of criminals

A

B C D

E
communication

networks
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• Challenges: 
‣ massive networks (Ms citizens, Ms 

comm. devices, Bs connections) 
‣ dynamic networks (new information 

constantly streamed-in) 
‣ temporal 
‣ privacy sensitive 

• Desired processing pipeline 
‣ efficient 
‣ scalable 
‣ secure 
‣ evolution-aware 
‣ privacy-aware

Sophisticated (network) data analytics
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Sophisticated (network) data analytics
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• Support for heterogeneous 
analytical workloads produced by: 
‣ data scientists 
‣ middleware 

• Rich yet tractable data analytics 
language (DAL) 
‣ well-behaved worst-case 

performance 
‣ rich enough to express most 

analytical tasks 
‣ procedural & declarative flavours 
‣ approximate answers on very large 

networks
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Optimization & compilation
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• Optimization of given DAL 
expression: 
‣ rich but to optimize and execute 

over huge networks (TBs of data) 
• Challenges: 

‣ rich query planning and plan 
enumeration 

‣ query optimization 
‣ efficient and scalable execution

+ +
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Efficient and scalable execution
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• Processing of large and 
heterogeneous networks: 
‣ billions of edges streaming or at 

rest (data lakes) 

• Data storage & indexing 
‣ scalable & efficient 
‣ support for rich query expressions, 

e.g., reachability 

• Abstraction over raw data 
‣ data integration 
‣ knowledge graph
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Data Analytics Language

• Expressive programming languages for graph analytics 
‣ LDBC Task Force on Graph Query Language Standardization (SAP, IBM, 

Oracle, Neo4j, Huawei, …, international academic teams) 
‣ G-CORE: a core for future graph query languages.  SIGMOD 2018.

G-CORE

G-CORE: A Core for Future Graph Query Languages
Renzo Angles1 Marcelo Arenas2 Pablo Barceló3 Peter Boncz4 George Fletcher5 Claudio Gutierrez3 Tobias

Lindaaker6 Marcus Paradies7,11 Stefan Plantikow6 Juan Sequeda8 Oskar van Rest9 Hannes Voigt6,10

1Universidad de Talca 2PUC Chile 3DCC, Universidad de Chile 4CWI, Amsterdam 5Technische Universiteit Eindhoven
6Neo4j 7DLR 8Capsenta 9Oracle 10Technische Universität Dresden 11SAP

http://g-core.org

SIGMOD 2018, Houston

Motivation

• Graph data collections are ubiquitous in contemporary analytics
• Increased interest in Graph Data Management

• Amazon Neptune, DataStax Enterprise Graph, SAP HANA Graph, Neo4j, Oracle PGX,
TigerGraph, and many others

• Several practical Graph Query Languages are available (e.g. Cypher, PGQL,
SPARQL, GSQL)

• Current GQLs are not composable and treat paths as second-class citizens
• Property Graphs are supported by most graph database systems
• The community has not yet converged on a standard property graph query

language

The LDBC Graph Query Language Task Force

• A group inside the Linked Data Benchmark Council (LDBC)
• Formed by members of industry and academia interested in a standard GQL
• First conference call in June 2015
• G-CORE synthesizes the group’s work as a set of recommended features for the

design of future GQLs

Desiderata & Contributions

Our goal: the design of an expressive graph query language capturing and formal-
izing the core of practice.

Our contributions are two-fold. First, we present a path property graph data model
where paths are first-class citizens. Second, we present G-CORE, a declarative GQL
which
• is composable,
• treats paths as first-class citizens, and
• has high expressivity with practical evaluation complexity.

Path Property Graph Model

A Path Property Graph is a property graph extended with paths as first-class cit-
izens. Just like nodes and edges, paths can have labels and properties, but more
importantly, they can be stored, manipulated and queried explicitly.

Nodes, edges and paths have identifiers, labels and properties.
For instance, in the social_graph above,
• the node identified by ID 102 has labels “Person” and “Manager”, and contains

three properties named “firstName”, “lastName” and “employer”;
• the edge 205 has label “isLocatedIn”, contains the attribute “since” (with value

“1/12/2014”), and connects the Person node 105 (“John”) with the Place
node 106 (“Houston”); and,

• the path 301 has label “toWagner”, has the property “trust”, and defines the
sequence of nodes (105,103,102), i.e. John, Peter, Celine.

G-CORE: Graphs in, Graphs out

Graph Pattern Matching in G-CORE

CONSTRUCT social_graph ,
(n) -[y: worksAt ]->

(x: Company
{name :=n. employer })

MATCH (n:Person)
ON social_graph

Graph Aggregation in G-CORE

CONSTRUCT social_graph ,
(n) -[y: worksAt ]->

(x GROUP e : Company
{name=e})

MATCH (n:Person { employer =e})
ON social_graph

Paths in G-CORE

The following query finds the three shortest paths from “John Doe” towards each
other person who lives at his location, reachable over knows edges.
CONSTRUCT (n) -/@p: localPeople { distance :=c}/->(m)
MATCH (n) -/3 SHORTEST p <:knows*> COST c/->(m)
WHERE n. firstName = ’John ’ AND n. lastName = ’Doe ’

AND (n) -[: isLocatedIn ]->() <-[: isLocatedIn ]-(m)

The path variable @p indicates a stored path, i.e., this query is delivering a graph
with paths. Each path is tagged with label :localPeople, and its cost as property
distance.

Combining graphs and tables

G-CORE can be easily extended to support queries on tabular data.
SELECT m. lastName + ’,’ + m. firstName AS friendName
MATCH (n.Person) -/<: knows *>/->(m:Person)
WHERE n. firstName = ’John ’ AND n. lastName = ’Doe ’

AND (n) -[: isLocatedIn ]->() <-[: isLocatedIn ]-(m)

The SELECT clause returns a single-column table with the names of the indirect friends
of ‘John Doe’.
We could include a FROM <table> <id> in place of the MATCH, similar to SQL but resulting
in a binding table.
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Optimization & compilation

• Processing of complex navigational patterns in graphs 
‣ novel in-house query planning and optimization engine for efficient and 

scalable processing of reachability patterns in large graphs 
‣ SIGMOD’16, EDBT’15, EDBT’17, AMW’17

WaveGuide SwarmGuide
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Optimization & compilation

• Reachability indexing structures 
‣ compact and efficient labeling structures to index reachability in very 

large networks 
‣ SIGMOD’17

rpqLabel
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Optimization & compilation

• Intermediate result compression 
‣ efficient compression of large intermediate results produced during 

graph query evaluation 
‣ AMW’17

wireFrame
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Optimization & compilation

• Synthetic benchmarking 
‣ novel in-house synthetic benchmarking system 
‣ scalable generation of rich graphs and query workloads 
‣ VLDB’16, EDBT’17, TKDE ‘17
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Optimization & compilation

Approximation techniques

• Imagine a twitter stream at your fingertips (~500k tweets p. min., 2017) 1

• Detect frequent items

• Detect trends, e.g., FIFA world cup

• Find correlated terms, e.g., diapers and 
beer frequently mentioned together

1   http://www.iflscience.com/technology/how-much-data-does-the-world-generate-every-minute/

Real time Small memory

TODS’18, SIGMOD’16, VLDBJ’15, ICDE’14, PVLDB’12, …
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• Challenges: 
‣ massive networks (Ms citizens, Ms 

comm. devices, Bs connections) 
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Database Group
Data-intensive systems are crucial in modern 
computing, analytics, and data science.  The DB 
group studies core engineering and theoretical 
challenges in scalable and effective data analytics 
and management of big data.  

Current research in the group focuses on data 
engineering challenges in the management of 
massive graphs such as social networks, 
knowledge graphs, and biological networks; and, 
streaming and heterogeneous data.

DB is a new group, founded in October 2017.

Industrial and public-sector partners:  Oracle Labs (USA, 
Switzerland, & France), Ministry of Economic Affairs (NL), 
Ministry of the Interior (NL), Neo4j (UK & Sweden), ASML 
(NL), Semaku (NL), Sparsity Tech (Spain), Rabobank (NL), 
Oce (NL), ING (NL), and others

Guiding doctoral, post-doc, internship, and MSc thesis 
projects in:

• Scalable graph and data analytics
- e.g., social networks, biological networks, transportation 

networks, financial networks & transaction streams, …
• Approximation schemes
• Distributed data intensive systems

- e.g., Apache Spark, Flink, Hadoop, Apex, NiFi, …
• Data warehousing
• Cloud data management 
• Secure data management
• Streaming data management

- e.g., Apache Beam, Kafka, ...
• Data integration, Semantic web & Ontologies, Knowledge 

graphs

Faculty 
dr. George Fletcher, http://www.win.tue.nl/~gfletche/ 
dr. Nikolay Yakovets, http://yakovets.ca/ 
dr. Odysseas Papapetrou 

Academic partners: EPFL (Switzerland), National Univ. 
Singapore, York University (Canada), University of Toronto 
(Canada), University of Waterloo (Canada), Birkbeck, 
University of London (UK), University of Lyon 1 (France), VU/
UL Brussels (BE), TU Dresden (Germany), NII Tokyo, NTU 
Singapore, and others


